Dual battery boat wiring diagram

This article describes several techniques for interconnecting outboard motors and dual
batteries. There are two distinct applications: single engine installations and dual engine
installations. Interconnection is straightforward. The diagram below shows the typical wiring.
The use of a switch and wiring like this is recommend with dual battery installations. A brief
explanation of the operation of the switch in this circuit follows. In the OFF position, the two
batteries are disconnected from all loads. The OFF position is used when the boat is being
stored or otherwise not in use. It prevents any drain from the batteries. This can be useful if a
circuit has been accidently left on, say a cabin lighting circuit or similar drain. Such a load can
completely discharge a battery in a day or two, leading to an unanticipated dead battery
situation when you return to your boat. On some switches a key lock is provided, allowing the
switch to locked in the off position. The provides another level of security in preventing the boat
from being used when left in storage or unattended. In the 1 position, all loads and charging
currents are connected to the No. Starting current for the engine starter motor is supplied by
the PORT battery. When the engine is running, surplus current developed by its charging circuit
will flowing into the PORT battery. Current to lighting and other loads will flow from the PORT
battery. The STDB battery is completely isolated and has no load current, nor does it receive
any charging current. In the 2 position, all loads and charging currents are connected to the No.
Now it supplies current required by starting and running, and it receives all the charging current
from the engine. The PORT battery is totally isolated. In the BOTH position, the two batteries are
connected in parallel. This has a number of implications. Unless the batteries have exactly the
same state of charge, the combined voltage to the two batteries in parallel will sag to a voltage
somewhat lower than the highest battery's terminal voltage. Current from the higher voltage
battery will flow into the lower voltage battery and begin charging it. As long as the state of
charge in one battery is higher than the other, the lower battery is more of a load than a source
of power. Eventually, the batteries will reach an equilibrium, and they will both have the same
terminal voltage. At that point they will both tend to supply current to loads that are attached to
them, and they will both receive charging current furnished by the engine. It would seem like
operating in the BOTH position would be beneficial, but that is not always the case. Even
thought the batteries will eventually rise or fall to the same terminal voltage when connected
together, they will not necessarily become exactly the same. A battery or any source of
electrical engery can be though of as having an internal resistance. The lower this internal
resistance the greater the current it can supply. The internal resistance will also affect how the
battery absorbs charging current. Even though they are connected in parallel, it is possible that
they will supply unequal currents to the loads, and it is also possible that they will accept
unequal currents from an the engine charging source. If the batteries are significantly different
in their age, their type of construction, and their state of charge, this unequal distribution of
current can be more significant. To describe the situation in the simplest of terms, when two
batteries are connected in parallel, they will probably tend to behave more like the weakest
battery of the two than the strongest. Paralleling the batteries can come in handy in some
situations. For example, both batteries may be discharged to a point where neither alone can
provide enough current to crank the starter motor, but combined in parallel they can turn the
engine over. If one battery is fully charged and the other is totally discharged, connecting them
in parallel by using the BOTH position can cause very high currents to flow between the
batteries. Extreme heat can be generated by the sudden charging of the discharged battery. Use
caution in this situation. It is better to recondition a discharged battery by slowly re-charging it
with an AC-operated battery charger. The arrangement of the contacts of the typical OFFBOTH
permits the operation of the switch in the range of BOTH without ever disconnecting the
batteries from the load or the outboard charging circuit. This is important, as it is possible to
cause damage to the charging circuit if the battery is disconnected while the engine is running.
By choosing the path of rotation of the switch, it is possible to change from 1 to 2 without
moving through the OFF position. Dual engines and dual batteries require careful
interconnection to prevent damage to the engine charging circuits. Three approaches are
shown, one as believed to be used by Boston Whaler, a second alternative approach that I have
since discovered is described by West Marine in their catalogue , and a third configuration
which I am currently using in my Boston Whaler. The use of dual batteries in boats is quite
common, but most often the dual batteries are associated with just one engine or charging
source. The wiring and interconnection of two batteries and one engine alternator is quite well
covered in the boating literature. There is a less common and less written about situation that
arises when there are two batteries and two engines or charging sources. The problem with
having two charging sources is that care must be taken to not connect the two chargers
together in a way that damages one or both of them. Experience suggests that if two engines'
chargers are wired in simple parallel and charge a common battery or bank of batteries, it is not

unusual for one of the chargers to suffer a burned out stator coil. The cause of this is most
easily explained if a fundamental rule of charging circuits is understood: the charger should
never be operating without a load a battery connected. In circuits with parallel connection of
two engine charging circuits, it is likely that the voltage produced by them will not be precisely
equal. If one unit has an output approximately one volt greater than the other, the effect of this
will be to electrically disconnect the load from the lower voltage output engine. This may result
in damage to the stator coil of the engine producing the lower voltage output. Several models of
Boston Whaler boats come rigged from the factory with dual outboards and dual engines.
Below is the wiring which is believed to be currently used by Boston Whaler in these
installations. If the suggested procedure is followed, the charging circuits of the two engines
will not be connected together in normal operation. One engine can charge two batteries, but
two engines should not charge a common battery. Prolonged running of both engines operating
on same battery is to be avoided; prolonged running of both engines with both batteries
paralleled is to be avoided. An alternative approach that is not as flexible but is simpler to install
and operate is shown below. In some cases, the TIE Switch can be omitted and replaced by a
temporary connection between batteries using a jumper cable. It is probably a good idea to
carry jumper cables in any case. Connecting the two battery negative terminals is also probably
a good idea, even it the TIE switch is not used. A new approach that I just implemented this
spring on my Whaler is shown below. Again, this arrangement is not as flexible as the "factory"
wiring, but it is the most simple and easiest to install. The switch serves a dual function. In the
OFF position it disconnects the house load from the batteries. In the 1 or 2 position, the house
load is powered from a single battery as selected. In the BOTH position, the house load is
powered from both batteries, and the two batteries are connected in parallel. The BOTH position
should only be used for special cases, such as attempting to start an engine and needing
additional battery power. To prevent the paralleling of the engine charging circuits, when
operating in the BOTH position it is advisable to only run one engine at a time. The only time the
BOTH position may be needed is in starting an engine whose normal battery is too weak to
crank it over. In that case, the selector can be moved to the BOTH position, temporarily
paralleling the batteries and allowing the engine whose battery is weak to be started. Once the
engine is running, the switch can be moved out of the BOTH position, and the second engine
started from its battery which should have enough charge remaining to crank it. The more
complex Whaler factory design allows for more flexibility, but at the same time allows for the
possibility that a wrong setting of the switches could be made. The result could be damage to
the engine charging circuitry. This arrangement is probably most appropriate on larger, more
complex vessels. The principal advantage of the "alternate" wiring shown is its simplicity. If the
TIE switch is not thrown, there is no chance to connect two engine charging circuits together.
Sometimes in situations of high stress, like a hard starting engine in a rough sea, simplicity has
very desirable advantages. Notice that the alternate arrangement connects the circuit breaker
panel to only the Starboard battery. This prevents the Port battery from being discharged by
other loads like lamps left on or a stuck bilge pump switch , thus preserving it for starting duty
only. This can be an important advantage. The principal advantage of the "new" wiring is its
extreme simplicity. Only one switch is used and it serves a dual purpose. The batteries and
charging systems are kept isolated except when the BOTH position is selected for special or
emergency starting conditions. The disadvantage of this arrangement is there is no electrical
disconnect of the batteries from the engines. However, there are millions of outboard powered
boats that operate without such a disconnect, save for the case of opening the battery box and
removing the leads from the terminals. The only need for such a disconnect would be in the
unusual case of the engine electrical circuit malfunctioning, as could occur with trim relay,
starter motor contactor, or other electrical load remaining stuck in an "ON" condition. Other
Wiring Arrangements A great deal of other possible wiring and connection of batteries, loads,
switches, starters, chargers, and engines is possible. In many cases, additional equipment like
isolators and separate chargers are added. Some engine alternators have specialized regulator
circuits which permit separate sensing leads to be connected to the battery to compensate for
other voltage drops in the circuit. In the main, none of this is applicable to outboard powered
boats for two very simple reasons. First, the starter motor and alternator are usually connected
together under the cowling of the outboard motor and are not easily separated without
significant electrical modification of the outboard. Second, even if one were to re-wire their
outboard motor, it would be necessary to add a great deal of external wiring coming from the
motor to the various external components like the isolators, the switches, the chargers, etc. All
this wiring would have to be made flexible and be capable of withstanding the turning and tilting
inherent in the operation of an outboard motor. In many years of boating, I have never heard of
or seen anyone having undertaken the modification of an outboard engine electrical

under-cowling wiring to interconnect isolators, switches, and other external circuit components.
If I did encounter such an outboard, I would be extremely wary of it. I doubt that typical owners,
do-it-yourself-er, or factory trained mechanics would be comfortable working on such a
modified engine. In short, I do not endorse making that type of modification. All the information
provided is believed to be accurate and representative of techniques and practices in common
use in the marine applications described. Examine any wiring carefully for proper configuration
before applying power. Never wear a ring or metal jewelry when working with high-current
sources like storage batteries. If you have a comment or question about this article, please post
it in the Whaler Forum. We do our best! Unauthorized reproduction prohibited! This is a verified
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The negative leads are shown in green for clarity; code suggests the use of yellow wire. Wiring
gauge is determined by current demands and length of the run. The negative leads are shown in
green for clarity; use yellow wire. All wiring is AWG-2 unless indicated. All switches are simple
On-Off switches. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of perko marine battery switch wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional photographic representation of an
electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit as simplified forms, and the power and
signal connections between the tools. A wiring diagram normally gives details about the family
member position and plan of gadgets as well as terminals on the devices, in order to help in
structure or servicing the tool. A photographic diagram would certainly show more detail of the
physical look, whereas a wiring diagram uses a much more symbolic notation to stress
affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is frequently used to troubleshoot problems as
well as making sure that all the links have been made and that every little thing is present. Click
on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A
wiring diagram is a type of schematic which utilizes abstract pictorial icons to reveal all the
interconnections of components in a system. Circuitry layouts are made up of two things: icons
that represent the parts in the circuit, and also lines that stand for the connections in between
them. Circuitry representations generally reveals the physical setting of elements as well as
connections in the developed circuit, but not always in reasoning order. It emphasizes on the
layout of the cords. Schematics stress on just how circuits function realistically. To review a
wiring diagram, first you have to recognize exactly what basic elements are included in a wiring
diagram, as well as which photographic symbols are used to represent them. The typical
aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cable as well as link, result gadgets,
buttons, resistors, reasoning entrance, lights, etc. A line represents a cord. Wires are used to
link the parts together. All factors along the wire are identical as well as linked. Cords on some
places should go across each other, but that does not necessarily mean that they link. A black
dot is utilized to show the order of 2 lines. Main lines are represented by L1, L2, and more.
Normally different shades are made use of to differentiate the cords. There must be a legend on
the wiring diagram to tell you just what each shade implies. Normally circuits with greater than 2
parts have two fundamental sorts of connections: series and also parallel. A series circuit is a
circuit in which elements are connected along a single path, so the existing flows via one part to
obtain to the fol
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lowing one. In a collection circuit, voltages include up for all components connected in the
circuit, as well as currents coincide with all components. In a parallel circuit, each device is
straight attached to the source of power, so each device obtains the very same voltage. The
existing in a parallel circuit moves along each identical branch and re-combines when the
branches reunite. A great wiring diagram should be practically appropriate and also clear to
check out. Look after every information. The representation ought to show the appropriate
instructions of the positive as well as unfavorable terminals of each part. Make use of the best
signs. Learn the meanings of the basic circuit symbols and also select the right ones to use.
Draw linking wires as straight lines. Use a dot to indicate line joint, or usage line jumps to
indicate cross lines that are not linked. Label components such as resistors and also capacitors
with their worths. Make sure the text positioning looks clean.

